T E C H N O L O G Y

STRATEC
COMPACT LINE-HF
Fill Level Inspection System based on
HF Detection Principle
for PET- and Glass- Lines
< 80.000 Containers/Hour

Main Features

STRATEC COMPACT LINE-HF is designed
especially for fill level inspection on lower,
medium and high speed lines.
The functions of the STRATEC COMPACT
LINE HF are limited to the most important
inspection features, so it can be offered
as a low cost device.
The control unit and the inspection
bridge are situated in one single housing.
The system is easily operated by means
of 4 push buttons.
The most important production data
from the filling area is recorded
statistically and retrievable by LCD
display.
The system is installed at the conveyor
after the filler, pasteuriser or labelling
maschine.
Depending on the requirements at the
line, the system can be easily combined
with different types of rejection systems.
Additionally STRATEC COMPACT LINE HF is
able to process external sensory such as
cap or label inspection on the conveyor.
The adaption to different container
hights is done by hand by a hight
adjustment spindle.
The installation of HF-technology for fill
level inspection offers high accuracy
and reliability for glass and PET bottles,
without the use of a radioactive source.
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Inspection bridge and control unit
built in one single housing.
Fill level inspection (underfill)
Fill level inspection (overfill) - option
Fill level inspection with HFtechnology as opposed to using a
radioactive source
Therefore:
No problems with radioactive waste
disposal
No transportation restrictions
Two different detection principles
for:
Foaming products
Non-foaming products
Simple 4-button-operating
Counter for both total number of
bottles/cans inspected and/or
rejected
Big alpha-numerical LCD-dicplay
Missing cap inspection facility by
seperate inspection bridge
2 general shift registers for
additional inspections (label
inspection, tilted cap inspection)
Machine stop in case of sequential
faults
Operating data acquisition (Option)
Up to 4 different languages
(changeable)
Up to 16 different bottle types,
changeable by switchSelf-diagnosis
Low space requirements

Kompakt - Füllhöhenkontrolle
compact line inspection

BERNHARD BULL COMPUTER GmbH
Ankerstrasse 73
75203 Königsbach-Stein/Germany
Telefon (+49) 72 32-40 06-0
Telefax (+49) 72 32-40 06-25
E-mai: info@bbull.de
http://www.bbull.de

Pneumatikpusher ( Montage am Transporteur )
pneumatic pusher ( installation at the conveyer )
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General
Introduction

Geländer
railing

Druckluft 4 - 5 bar
compressed air

Ausleitbereich abh. von Flaschengröße
Geschwindigkeit u. Platzbedarf f.
fehlerhafte Flaschen
Reject area dep. From bottle
diameter, velocity and place for faulty bottles

PE

265

Keil
wedge

Halterung für
- Verschlußkontrolle
- Etikettenkontrolle
a.) Vorhandensein
b.) Abstehendes Etikett
- Option Schrägsitz

Measurement bridge for
- cap inspection
- lable inspection
a.) Presents
b.) trailing label
- ( option ) tilted cap
inspection

Bandgeschwindigkeit muß gleich sein
convoyer speed has to be equal
ca 200 160

Klemmkasten
cable box
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2 - 3 Flaschendurchmesser
bottles diameters

Application

Technical Data

STRATEC COMPACT LINE HF is the ideal
inspection system for the application in
filling lines of low, medium and high
speed.
The extremly compact design of the
system allows its application even in
companies, which until now could not
afford to invest in quality inspection
equipment for their filling lines.

Production speed:
Mains supply:
Power supply:
Dimensions (WxHxD):
Weight:
Enclosure:
Measurement Accuracy:

< 80.000 c/h
230 V/50 Hz
80 VA
130x640x310
20 kg
IP 65
2 - 4 mm
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